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Back to 2009…

1. Early reionisation (WMAP)

Cosmic Dawn: Quest for the First Galaxies

Richard Ellis, Caltech

Kavli Institute for Cosmology, Cambridge 18 November 2009

Optical depth to scattering:

 = 0.17  ± 0.08  (WMAP1, 2003)            

 = 0.09  ± 0.03  (WMAP3, 2007)                  

 = 0.087± 0.017 (WMAP5, 2009)
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2. Lyα LF 5.7<z<6.5

3. WFC3 revolution began

4. Great anticipation of JWST (launch 2014) and TMT/ELT (2018)  😡



Receding Horizons: The Most Distant Object
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The Current Frontier



Current Census
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Where are we in terms of censuses of z>=4 galaxies?

Bouwens 2019

Since Hubble 

UDF, HST has 

undertaken 

wider field 

comparably 

deep campaigns 

(CANDELS) 

plus a series 

through lensing 

clusters 

(CLASH, 

Frontier Fields, 

RELICS)

Impressive but only 28 galaxies z>7 and 6 galaxies z>8 are spectroscopically confirmed



The Holy Grail: 

Locating the First Galaxies?

A commonly promoted idea for isolating first generation 

systems has been to search for chemically pristene examples 

Neutron star 

mergers &



Rapid (<60 Myr) SN Enrichment in Early Mini-Halos

Smith et al (2015) (also Richardson et al 2013, Wise et al 2012, c.f. Cen & Riquelme 2008)

Identifying rare pristene (Pop III) galaxies will be very hard

More practical to tie cosmic dawn to onset of reionisation



Planck Indicates Late and Fast Reionisation

Planck (2019) find τ = 0.0506 ± 0.009 corresponding to <z> ~8.0

Models indicate reionisation began at z~10-12 and ended at 6 

CMB polarisation probes foreground Thomson scattering 

from the start of reionisation to the present epoch.

Optical depth of scattering τ constrains the mean redshift 

<z> and (model dependent) duration of reionisation

Planck 

satellite

Reionisation begins

TodayPlanck Collaboration: Planck constraints on reionization history

δz = 0.5), for thevarious data combinations are:

⌧= 0.053+0.014
−0.016 , lollipop5 ; (4)

⌧= 0.058+0.012
−0.012 , lollipop+PlanckTT ; (5)

⌧= 0.058+0.011
−0.012 , lollipop+PlanckTT+lensing ; (6)

⌧= 0.054+0.012
−0.013 , lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL . (7)

Wecan seean improvement of theposterior width when adding
temperature anisotropy data to the lollipop likelihood. This
comes from the fact that the temperature anisotropies help to fix
other ⇤CDM parameters, in particular the normalization of the
initial power spectrum As, and its spectral index, ns. CMB lens-
ing also helps to reduce the degeneracy with As, while getting
rid of the tension with the phenomenological lensing parameter
AL when using PlanckTT only (see Planck Collaboration XIII
2016), even if the impact on the error bars is small. Comparing
theposteriors in Fig. 6 with theconstraints from PlanckTT alone
(see figure 45 in Planck Collaboration XI 2016) shows that in-
deed, the polarization likelihood is sufficiently powerful that it
breaks the degeneracy between ns and ⌧. The impact on other
⇤CDM parameters is small, typically below 0.3σ (as shown
more explicitly in Appendix B). The largest changes are for
⌧and As, where the lollipop likelihood dominates the con-
straint. The parameter σ8 shifts towards slightly smaller val-
ues by about 1σ. This is in the right direction to help resolve
some of the tension with cluster abundances and weak galaxy
lensing measurements, discussed in Planck Collaboration XX
(2014) and Planck Collaboration XIII (2016); however, some
tension still remains.

Combining with VHL data gives compatible results, with
consistent error bars. The slight shift toward lower ⌧value (by
0.3σ) is related to the fact that the PlanckTT likelihood alone
pushes towards higher ⌧values (see Planck Collaboration XIII
2016), while the addition of VHL data helps to some extent in
reducing thetension on⌧between high-` and low-` polarization.

Fig.5. Posterior distribution for⌧fromthevariouscombinations
of Planck data. The grey band shows the lower limit on⌧from
theGunn-Peterson e↵ect.

As mentioned earlier, astrophysics constraints from mea-
surements of the Gunn-Peterson e↵ect provide strong evidence

5In thiscaseonly, other⇤CDM parametersareheldfixed, including
As exp(−2⌧).

Fig.6. Constraints on⌧, As, ns, and σ8 for the⇤CDM cosmol-
ogy from PlanckTT, showing the impact of replacing the lowP
likelihood from Planck 2015 release with the new lollipop

likelihood. The top panels show results without lensing, while
thebottom panels arewith lensing.

that the IGM was highly ionized by a redshift of z ' 6. This
places a lower limit on the optical depth (using Eq. 1), which
in the case of instantaneous reionization in the standard⇤CDM
cosmology corresponds to⌧= 0.038.

4.2. Kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect

The Thomson scattering of CMB photons o↵ ionized elec-
trons induces secondary anisotropies at di↵erent stages of the
reionization process. In particular, we are interested here in
the e↵ect of photons scattering o↵ electrons moving with bulk
velocity, which is called the “kinetic Sunyaev Zeldovich” or
kSZ e↵ect. It is common to distinguish between the “homoge-
neous” kSZ e↵ect, arising when the reionization is complete
(e.g., Ostriker & Vishniac 1986), and “patchy” (or inhomoge-
neous) reionization (e.g., Aghanim et al. 1996), which arises
during the process of reionization, from the proper motion of
ionized bubbles around emitting sources. These two compo-
nents can be described by their power spectra, which can be
computed analytically or derived from numerical simulations. In
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), we used a kSZ template based
on homogeneous simulations, asdescribed in Trac et al. (2011).

In the following, we assume that the kSZ power spectrum is
given by

D kSZ
` = Dh−kSZ

` + D
p−kSZ

`
, (8)

whereD ` = `(` + 1)C` / 2⇡ and thesuperscripts “h-kSZ” and “p-
kSZ” stand for “homogeneous” and “patchy” reionization, re-
spectively. For the homogeneous reionization, we use the kSZ
template power spectrum given by Shaw et al. (2012) calibrated
with a simulation that includes the e↵ects of cooling and star-
formation (which we label “CSF”). For the patchy reionization
kSZ e↵ect weuse thefiducial model of Battaglia et al. (2013).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to thekSZ power spectrum areshown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.
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Reconciling Star-Forming Galaxies with Planck 

Robertson et al (2015), see also Bouwens et al (2015), Mitra et al (2015)

Depending on their ionising output, 

galaxy demographics from HST 

matches Planck’s optical depth 

with reionisation from 12 < z < 6

Suggests galaxies reionised

universe provided their ionising

capability is similar to that seen in 

z~3 Lyα emitters

We find log 𝝽ion ~ 25.5 cgs

<fesc> ~10%

Planck 2019



Ionising Spectrum of z~3 Ly𝝰 Emitters

𝝽ion = Intrinsic Lyman continuum flux per unit UV luminosity

O32 = [O III] 5007 / [O II] 3727 

𝝽ion
O32

Lyman alpha emitters (leakers/non-leakers) are metal-poor, dust-free & promising 
analogues of z>7 galaxies with harder radiation fields than Lyman break galaxies (grey)

Nakajima, RSE et al (2018, 2019)



Escape Fraction of z~3 Ly𝝰 Emitters

F336W                   Lyα        F160W

HST LyC imaging of z~3 LAEs: 30% have fesc~15-65% and correlation with O32

Stack of the rest reveals no signal (fesc < 0.3%)

No spectral difference between leakers/non-leakers; dichotomy due to viewing angle

Fletcher, RSE et al (2018)

Nakajima, RSE et al (2019)

fesc vs O32



The End of Cosmic Reionisation
Consistent views from Planck, Gunn-Peterson test and Lyman α fractions?

Challenges: 

(1) Hard to convert x(Lyα) into x(HI) 

(2) Scatter in GP τeff – origin unclear

(3) No good data beyond z~7 

10 Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan, (2014), Vol. 00, No. 0

Fig. 8. Same as the right panel of Figure 6, but with the reionization model

predictions for comparisons. T op : The solid lines represent the McQuinn

et al.’s (2007) models of z = 6.6 LAEs with a dark-matter halo mass of

3 × 1010 M ⊙ . From bottom to top lines, neutral hydrogen fractions of the

IGM are x H I = 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8. B ot t om : The ticks at the right-hand

side indicate bias values predicted by Furlanetto et al.’s (2006) models (see

text for more details).

Figure 7 indicates no significant rise of bias from z = 5.7 to

6.6 beyond the moderately small errors (i.e. by a factor of

∼ 20%). This result suggests that clustering of z = 6.6 LAEs

is not largely affected by the cosmic reionization effects, where

thebiasevolution of thehosting dark-matter halostowardshigh-

z may be also involved. Based on this bias evolution result,

we place constraints on cosmic reionization parameters with

the help of theoretical models. We compare our observational

results with multiple theoretical models, because it is possible

that, at some levels, conclusions of theoretical models may de-

pend on the assumptions and the methods such as analytical,

semi-analytical, and numerical approaches. Wethustry to avoid

model-dependent conclusions, and to obtain objective interpre-

tations for our observational results. Note that the arguments

below follow thoseof Ouchi et al. (2010) with our HSC cluster-

ing measurements.

In the top panel of Figure 8, we compare our z = 6.6 LAE

clustering measurements with those of theoretical predictions

(McQuinn et al. 2007; Furlanetto et al. 2006). The model of

McQuinn et al. (2007) is presented in the top panel of Figure

8. McQuinn et al. (2007) conduct radiative transfer simulations

predicting clustering of LAEs at z = 6.6. Their models assign

a Lyα flux to a dark-matter halo whose mass is beyond a mini-

mum dark-matter halo mass. Becausetheminimum dark-matter

halo mass of our LAEs at the post-reionization epoch (z = 5.7)

is estimated to be∼ 1010M⊙ in Section 5.2, we choose one of

Fig. 9. Neutral hydrogen fraction x H I of the IGM as a function of redshift.

Note that the top and bottom panels are the same, but with an ordinate axis

of linear and log scales, respectively. The red filled square is the x H I esti-

mate obtained by our HSC LAE clustering analysis. The black filled square

and circle are the x H I estimates from the LAE LF evolution of Konno et

al. (2017) and Konno et al. (2014), respectively. The open circles are the

constraints at z = 6.6 obtained by Ouchi et al. (2010) from the evolution of

Lyα LF (left circle) and clustering (right circle), while the open diamond and

the open pentagon represent the upper limits from the Lyα LF evolution to

z = 6.5 given by Malhotra & Rhoads (2004) and Kashikawa et al. (2006).

Here, we add small offsets along redshift to the positions of the filled square,

the open circles, and the open diamond, avoiding overlapping symbols. The

filled hexagon and the filled pentagons show the constraints from a spectrum

of a GRB (Gallerani et al. 2008b) and statistics of QSO dark-gaps (Gallerani

et al. 2008a), respectively. The open hexagons are the constraints calcu-

lated from the Lyα damping wing absorption of GRBs at z = 6.3 (Totani et

al. 2006) and z = 5.9 (Totani et al. 2016). The filled diamonds indicate the

QSO Gunn-Peterson optical depth measurement results (Fan et al. 2006).

The triangle denotes the 1σ lower-limit of redshift obtained by Planck 2015

(Planck Collaboration et al. 2016) in the case of instantaneous reionization.

The solid line and the gray shade indicate the best-estimate and the uncer-

tainty of the x H I evolution (Ishigaki et al. 2017) that agrees the evolutions

of τ e and ρU V with free parameters including the ionizing photon escape

fraction. The dotted, dashed, and dot-dashed lines are the evolution of x H I

for the reionizing sources down to the massive halos, the moderately mas-

sive halos, and the mini-halos, respectively, in the model of Choudhury et al.

(2008). The dashed double-dotted line indicates the prediction of the double

reionization model (Cen 2003).

redshift

x(HI)

Ouchi et al 2017

Bañados et al (2017) 

z=7.54 QSO

The probes confirm reionisation ended at z~6 but give little additional evidence

Even so, some papers interpret this trend in terms of sources of reionisation



Different Models of Reionisation History
8 Naidu et al .

F igur e 4. Summary of our fit s to Model I , in which we assume a constant f esc for all galaxies at z > 6. Top L eft : The

allowed f esc parameter space implied by the reionizat ion const raints described in §2.3. The model-independent Planck ⌧(blue)

and z = 5.9 dark fract ion (pink) rule out f esc . 10%, while the z ⇠ 7 Ly↵ profi les (orange) and z > 7 QSOs (green) are most

const raining. The result ing f esc = 0.21+ 0.06
− 0.04 during reionizat ion requires evolut ion in f esc from ⇠ 10% at z = 3 and ⇠ 0% at

z ⇠ 1 (e.g., Siana et al. 2010; Steidel et al. 2018). Top R ight : The evolut ion of x̄H I , t he IGM neut ral fract ion. The most likely

reionizat ion history is t racked in purple (1 and 3σ bounds shaded). Literature inferences of the neut ral fract ion are plot ted in

green (see §2.3). Reionizat ion starts later and proceeds faster than what earlier const raints suggested (e.g., Robertson et al.

2015, shown in blue) or what the Planck ⌧alone implies (green square). B ot t om L eft : The evolut ion of the Thomson Opt ical

Depth, ⌧. Our model’s drop in ionizing emissivity at z > 8 (Figure 3) and thus lower ⌧(purple) were previously disfavored by

WMAP (brown st rip) and earlier Planck results (grey st rip). However, the latest Planck ⌧(green st rip) allows for it . B ot t om

R ight : The durat ion of reionizat ion in redshift -space against z50 , t he redshift of the 50% neut ral universe. We find t ight bounds

on both z50 and z99 − z5 combining all our const raints, while ⌧by itself is only sensit ive to z50 (e.g., Trac 2018). The blue

contours represent ing ⌧come from the ⌧-f esc dist ribut ion (top left panel), and are not direct ly inherited from Planck – they

derive z50 = 7.64 ± 0.74 while we favor even later reionizat ion with z50 = 6.83+ 0.24
− 0.20 .

3. FITTING FOR f esc MODEL I: CONSTANT f esc

DURING REIONIZATION

Here we assume the f esc of all galaxies during reion-

izat ion to be a constant number and denote this as

“Model I” . E↵ect ively, we fit for a single normaliza-

t ion factor, f esc, that sets the scale of the emissivity

(solid curve in Figure 3). This is the common approach

adopted in several reionizat ion studies (e.g. Robertson

et al. 2015; Ishigaki et al. 2018). Model I ignores the

diversity of galaxies and the highly likely dependence of

f esc on various galaxy propert ies. However, this simple

model provides a useful benchmark for the “ average”

escape fract ion that observat ional stacking studies com-

pute. Further, int rinsic galaxy propert ies (e.g., sizes,

average star-format ion rates) evolve modest ly between

z = 6− 10 where the bulk of reionizat ion is expected to

occur, hence assuming a constant average is just ified.

Robertson et al (2015) – classic paper assumed all galaxies have equal ionising capabilities

regardless of luminosity and redshift

Finkelstein et al (2019) – redshift-dependent contribution; feeble galaxies contribute more 

early on, hence extended reionisation history

Naidu et al (2019) – contribution is dominated by massive galaxies which form later and 

hence provide better fit to fast/late evolution of neutral fraction

Reionizat ion by t he Ol igar chs 15

F igur e 10. Comparison with reionizat ion by faint galaxies. L eft : In turquoise we plot x̄H I (z) from Finkelstein et al. (2019)

who explore reionizat ion dominated by M U V > − 15 galaxies with steep faint -end slopes (↵ < − 2) and the highest f esc occurring

in the least massive galaxies by integrat ing down to M U V = − 10. In gold we plot x̄H I (z) from Ishigaki et al. (2018) who assume

a constant f esc and ↵U V < − 2 to find f esc= 17% and M U V (t runc) = − 11 in order to complete reionizat ion by z = 6. Both these

models ionize a large volume of the universe at early t imes, in tension with Ly↵ damping wing const raints (green stars and

pentagons). On the other hand, the shallower faint -end slopes (↵U V > − 2) and f esc dist ribut ions highly skewed toward bright

galaxies in our models ensure rapid, late reionizat ion (purple curves). R ight : Assuming Schechter parameters from Finkelstein

et al. (2019), a constant f esc across all galaxies, and ⇠i on from this work, we show the likelihood of various combinat ions of

f esc and M U V -t runcat ion arising from the const raints in §2.3. When the ionizing emissivity is dominated by faint galaxies

(M U V > − 15), even with very low f esc , early reionizat ion occurs, and such scenarios are disfavored compared to those starring

brighter galaxies.

5.3. “Democratic” Reionization by Faint Galaxies and

the Faint-End Slope of the UVLF in a Rapidly

Reionizing Universe

Reionizat ion by oligarchs stands in sharp cont rast to

“ democrat ic” reionizat ion that is dominated by copi-

ous faint sources that lie at M UV > − 18 and might po-

tent ially have high escape fract ions (e.g., Oesch et al.

2009; Bouwens et al. 2011; Wise et al. 2014; Atek

et al. 2015; Anderson et al. 2017; Livermore et al. 2017;

Finkelstein et al. 2019). Faint galaxies emerged as

the candidate-leaders of reionizat ion because the steep

slopes (↵UV − 2 at z > 6) of the UVLF measured

after the installat ion of H ST / WFC3 implied they dom-

inated the luminosity density (e.g., Bouwenset al. 2012).

The ⌧measurements from WMAP-9 (0.089 ± 0.014,

z50 = 10.5± 1.1) and Planck Collaborat ion et al. (2016)

(0.066± 0.013, z50 = 8.8± 1.3) required significant reion-

izat ion at z > 8 and hence large cont ribut ions towards

the ionizing emissivity from faint galaxies (e.g., Robert -

son et al. 2013, 2015; Bouwens et al. 2015a). Concur-

rent ly, the very low f esc reported for bright star-forming

galaxies out to z ⇠ 4 (see §1) and the sharply dropping

AGN luminosity funct ion (Kulkarni et al. 2019) further

shifted the spot light onto faint star-forming galaxies.

However, the recent const raints on neut ral fract ions

detailed in §2.3 and the latest Planck ⌧favor late, rapid

reionizat ion between z = 6 − 8 (z50 = 6.83+ 0.24
− 0.20) i.e.,

high emissivity from faint galaxies at z > 8 is no longer

required. This, and the high average f esc measured even

for more massive, M UV < − 18 galaxies allow for reion-

izat ion by the oligarchs. At z > 8, ṅion must be low

enough for the universe to remain significant ly neutral

(& 90%), and between z = 8− 6 it must rise sharply to

complete reionizat ion. Since⇠ion evolves modest ly with

redshift and across M UV (see Figure 2), ṅ ion e↵ect ively

depends on ⇢SF R (↵UV , M UV t runcat ion) and f esc.

Latest studies report ↵UV . − 2 at z ≥ 6, albeit with

significant uncertaint ies, that grows steeper with red-

shift at a rated↵ / dz ⇠ − 0.1 (e.g., Finkelstein et al. 2015;

Livermore et al. 2017; Bouwens et al. 2017; Atek et al.

2018; Ishigaki et al. 2018; Oesch et al. 2018). We com-

pare our reionizat ion histories with models that assume

these steep slopes and model ⇢SFR based on Schechter

parameters ext rapolated from z < 10 fits in Figure

10. Assuming ↵UV < − 2 and set t ing f esc preferent ially

Naidu+

Robertson+ Finkelstein+



Cosmic Dawn: The Beginning of Reionisation

xHI(z)

Greig & Mesinger (2016)

Planck Collaboration: Planck constraints on reionization history

Fig.11. Posterior distributions on the end and beginning of
reionization, i.e., zend and zbeg, using the redshift-symmetric pa-
rameterization without (blue) and with (green) theprior zend > 6.

reionization redshifts; marginalizing over ∆z thus shifts the pos-
terior distribution to slightly larger zre values.

In addition to the posteriors for zre and δz using the redshift-
symmetric parameterization, the distributions of the end and
beginning of reionization, zend (i.e., z99%) and zbeg (i.e., z10%),
are plotted in Fig. 11. In such a model, the end of reionization
strongly depends on the constraint at low redshift. On the other
hand, the constraints on zbeg depend only slightly on the low-
redshift prior. These results show that the Universe is ionized at
less than the 10% level above z = 9.4 ± 1.2.

5.2. Redshift-asymmetric parameterization

We now explore more complex reionization histories using
the redshift-asymmetric parameterization of xe(z) described in
Sect. 3. In the same manner as in Sect. 5.1, also examine the
e↵ect of imposing the additional constraint from the Gunn-
Peterson e↵ect.

The distributions of the two parameters, zend and zbeg, are
plotted in Fig. 12. With the redshift-asymmetric parameteriza-
tion, we obtain zbeg = 10.4+1.9

−1.6
(imposing the prior on zend),

which disfavours any major contribution to the ionized fraction
from sources that could form as early as z >⇠15.

Fig.12. Posterior distributionsof zend and zbeg using the redshift-
asymmetric parameterization without (blue) and with (green) the
prior zend > 6.

In Fig. 13, we interpret the results in terms of reionization
redshift and duration of the EoR, finding

zre = 8.0+0.9
−1.1 (uniform prior) , (16)

zre = 8.5+0.9
−0.9 (prior zend > 6) . (17)

These values are within 0.4σ of the results for the redshift-
symmetric model. For the duration of the EoR, the upper limits
on ∆zare

∆z < 10.2 (95% CL, unform prior) , (18)

∆z < 6.8 (95% CL, prior zend > 6) . (19)

Fig.13. Posterior distributions for zre and ∆z using the redshift-
asymmetric parameterization without (blue) and with (green) the
prior zend > 6.

5.3. Combination with the kSZ effect

In order to try to obtain better constraints on the reionization
width, we now make use of the additional information coming
from the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect. Since Planck alone
is not able to provide accurate limits on the kSZ amplitude, we
combine the Planck likelihoods in temperature and polarization
with the measurements of the CMB TT power spectrum at high
resolution from the ACT and SPT experiments, “VHL.”

Using the redshift-symmetric model, when adding the VHL
data, we recover essentially the same results as in Sect. 5.1. The
reionization redshift isslightly lower, assuggested by theresults
on⌧(see Eq. 7 and the discussion in Sect. 4.1). We also see the
same degeneracy along the∆zdirection.

With the addition of kSZ information, we are able to break
the degeneracy with ∆z. This might allow us to determine how
much kSZ power originated during reionization (i.e., patchy
kSZ) and how much at later times, when the Universe became
fully ionized (i.e., homogeneous kSZ). We use the templates
from Shaw et al. (2012) and Battaglia et al. (2013) for the ho-
mogeneous and patchy kSZ contributions, respectively, with the
dependency on⇤CDM cosmological parameters asdescribed in
Sect. 4.2. Those specific relations rely on a redshift-symmetric
model for the description of the EoR. Note, however, that the
results presented here are derived from specific simulations of
the reionization process, and so explicit scalings need to be
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Planck Collaboration: Planck constraints on reionization history

Fig. 11. Posterior distributions on the end and beginning of
reionization, i.e., zend and zbeg, using the redshift-symmetric pa-
rameterization without (blue) and with (green) theprior zend > 6.

reionization redshifts; marginalizing over ∆z thus shifts the pos-
terior distribution to slightly larger zre values.

In addition to the posteriors for zre and δz using the redshift-
symmetric parameterization, the distributions of the end and
beginning of reionization, zend (i.e., z99%) and zbeg (i.e., z10%),
are plotted in Fig. 11. In such a model, the end of reionization
strongly depends on the constraint at low redshift. On the other
hand, the constraints on zbeg depend only slightly on the low-
redshift prior. These results show that the Universe is ionized at
less than the 10% level abovez = 9.4± 1.2.

5.2. Redshift-asymmetric parameterization

We now explore more complex reionization histories using
the redshift-asymmetric parameterization of xe(z) described in
Sect. 3. In the same manner as in Sect. 5.1, also examine the
e↵ect of imposing the additional constraint from the Gunn-
Peterson e↵ect.

The distributions of the two parameters, zend and zbeg, are
plotted in Fig. 12. With the redshift-asymmetric parameteriza-
tion, we obtain zbeg = 10.4+1.9

−1.6
(imposing the prior on zend),

which disfavours any major contribution to the ionized fraction
from sources that could form as early as z >⇠15.

Fig. 12. Posterior distributions of zend and zbeg using theredshift-
asymmetric parameterization without (blue) and with (green) the
prior zend > 6.

In Fig. 13, we interpret the results in terms of reionization
redshift and duration of the EoR, finding

zre = 8.0+0.9
−1.1 (uniform prior) , (16)

zre = 8.5+0.9
−0.9 (prior zend > 6) . (17)

These values are within 0.4σ of the results for the redshift-
symmetric model. For the duration of the EoR, the upper limits
on ∆zare

∆z < 10.2 (95% CL, unform prior) , (18)

∆z < 6.8 (95% CL, prior zend > 6) . (19)

Fig. 13. Posterior distributions for zre and ∆z using the redshift-
asymmetric parameterization without (blue) and with (green) the
prior zend > 6.

5.3. Combination with the kSZ effect

In order to try to obtain better constraints on the reionization
width, we now make use of the additional information coming
from the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect. Since Planck alone
is not able to provide accurate limits on the kSZ amplitude, we
combine the Planck likelihoods in temperature and polarization
with the measurements of the CMB TT power spectrum at high
resolution from the ACT and SPT experiments, “VHL.”

Using the redshift-symmetric model, when adding the VHL
data, we recover essentially the same results as in Sect. 5.1. The
reionization redshift isslightly lower, assuggested by theresults
on⌧(see Eq. 7 and the discussion in Sect. 4.1). We also see the
same degeneracy along the∆z direction.

With the addition of kSZ information, we are able to break
the degeneracy with ∆z. This might allow us to determine how
much kSZ power originated during reionization (i.e., patchy
kSZ) and how much at later times, when the Universe became
fully ionized (i.e., homogeneous kSZ). We use the templates
from Shaw et al. (2012) and Battaglia et al. (2013) for the ho-
mogeneous and patchy kSZ contributions, respectively, with the
dependency on⇤CDM cosmological parameters asdescribed in
Sect. 4.2. Those specific relations rely on a redshift-symmetric
model for the description of the EoR. Note, however, that the
results presented here are derived from specific simulations of
the reionization process, and so explicit scalings need to be
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Planck Consortium 2016: Surprisingly bold statement!

Later modeling 

within 𝝠CDM 

framework suggests 

otherwise…



Cosmic Dawn @ z~15-20?

Wouthuysen-Field coupling of 21cm spin 
temperature and Lyman alpha radiation from first 
sources produces  21cm absorption of CMB

EDGES experiment (Bowman et al 2018) claims 
surprisingly deep 21cm absorption over 15<z<20

EDGES experiment



Declining Luminosity Density to z > 10

McLeod et al 

(2016)

Oesch et al (2017)

Cosmic

Dawn?

Data from deep fields (UDF, CANDELS) and lensing clusters (CLASH, Frontier Fields) 

• reasonable agreement but seriously sample-limited at z>9

• contentious issue – is there a sharper decline at z>8?



Probing Cosmic Dawn Indirectly?

Over 1000 z > 7 HST candidates, but only ~28 spectroscopically confirmed

Can we estimate their ages and earlier star formation histories?

Salmon et al 2018

Current facilities cannot observe sources beyond z~11



MACS1149_JD1: A Lensed z~9 Frontier Field Galaxy

Zheng et al (2012, 2017), Hoag et al (2018)

Earlier workers noted the IRAC 4.5µm excess 

which, given photometric redshift uncertainties, 

could arise from nebular [O III] 5007 emission or a 

Balmer break due to starlight – an age indicator!

[O III] 5007



[O III] Contamination versus Balmer break

Beyond a redshift z=9.0, [O III] moves out of the IRAC 4.5μm band
Courtesy: Guido Roberts-Borsani

UV: young stars optical: old stars
The interpretation of the so-

called IRAC excess in 

MACS1149_JD1 depends 

critically on its redshift!

[3.6]-[4.5]μm

IRAC colour



Extended Data Figure2 | X-Shooter observations and the Ly↵ spectra of MACS1149-JD1. (up-

per panel) Orientation of the X-Shooter slit (white dashed rectangle) demonstrating the successful acquisi-

tion of MACS1149-JD1 via the alignment of the slit to follow its lensed elongation as well as the inclusion

of a bright foreground galaxy. (middle panel) X-Shooter 2D spectra of MACS1149-JD1 with the position

of Ly↵ marked with a green arrow, and the two negative counterparts with red arrows on the full exposure.

Sky lines are highlighted by blue rectangles. (lower panel) 1D extracted spectra in a0”.8 aperture. Ly↵ is

indicated in yellow, 2σ is in grey and the sky lines are marked by blue rectangles.
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ALMA 

[O III] 88μm 

(7.5σ)

VLT Lyα 

(4.0σ)

Extended Data Figure2 | X-Shooter observations and the Ly↵ spectra of MACS1149-JD1. (up-

per panel) Orientation of the X-Shooter slit (white dashed rectangle) demonstrating the successful acquisi-

tion of MACS1149-JD1 via the alignment of the slit to follow its lensed elongation as well as the inclusion

of a bright foreground galaxy. (middle panel) X-Shooter 2D spectra of MACS1149-JD1 with the position

of Ly↵ marked with a green arrow, and the two negative counterparts with red arrows on the full exposure.

Sky lines are highlighted by blue rectangles. (lower panel) 1D extracted spectra in a0”.8 aperture. Ly↵ is

indicated in yellow, 2σ is in grey and the sky lines are marked by blue rectangles.
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VLT ALMA Band 7 

Hashimoto, Laporte, RSE et al (2018)

Spectroscopic confirmation from 

ALMA/VLT demonstrates IRAC 

excess is due to starlight not nebular 

emission. Balmer break provides a 

valuable age indicator

To reproduce Balmer break, UV SED/[O III] 

88 μm & dust continuum upper limit, most of 

rest-frame optical light is due to ~109 M


of 

stars 290 Myr old ➜ zF~15 ± 2

MACS1149_JD1: z=9.1096 is >200 Myr old



Spectra of More Balmer Break Candidates….
GN-z10-3	:	new	insights	from	MOSFIRE/Keck	observations

! = 11891 Å

FWHM = 4.55 Å

Line	Properties
- Lambda	:	11891	
- FWHM	:	5	A
- If	Ly-aèz=8.78
- S/N	(peak)	:	6.0

Old	stellar population

Young	stellar population

F160W photometry
difficult to reconcile
with young stellar
population

Stellar Population	Properties
(BAGPIPES)

- Exponential +	Burst
- Age	~	293	Myr (zform~	15)
- Tau	:	5.06	Gyr
- Mass	:	10^9.33
- Av	=	0.25

GN-z10-3	:	new	insights	from	MOSFIRE/Keck	observations

! = 11891 Å

FWHM = 4.55 Å

Line	Properties
- Lambda	:	11891	
- FWHM	:	5	A
- If	Ly-aèz=8.78
- S/N	(peak)	:	6.0

Old	stellar population

Young	stellar population

F160W photometry
difficult to reconcile
with young stellar
population

Stellar Population	Properties
(BAGPIPES)

- Exponential +	Burst
- Age	~	293	Myr (zform~	15)
- Tau	:	5.06	Gyr
- Mass	:	10^9.33
- Av	=	0.25

GN-z10-3 has Lyα at z=8.78. 

Although IRAC excess could 

be due to [O III], a young 

stellar population is ruled out 

by prominent F160W flux: 

Age ~ 290 Myr zF ~15

Keck 6hrs: Lyα @ z=8.78 (6σ)

Keck 6hrs: possible Lyα z>9 (marginal) VLT 10hrs: in progress (Aug/Sep)

Laporte, Meyer, RSE in prep



Revisiting the Origin of the IRAC Excess 

Many luminous 7 < z < 9  

galaxies have a strong 

excess in the 4.5μm 

Spitzer IRAC band. 

4 such objects (H~25) 

located in CANDELS 

fields; all 

spectroscopically-

confirmed 

How sure are we that this 

excess arises solely from 

[O III]/Hβ emission given 

we see similar excess at 

z >9 where these lines are 

redshifted beyond the 

band?
Roberts-Borsani et al  (2015)



IRAC Excess: [O III] emission or starlight?

Perhaps surprisingly, a 

Balmer break SED 

(MACS1149_JD1 with no 

lines) can, within the 

observational 

uncertainties, also explain 

the IRAC excess colours

for 7.5<z<9.0 

spectroscopically-

confirmed sources with 

IRAC data!

NB: Not implying [O III] 

does not contribute but 

rather than the ages and 

stellar masses of these 

sources may be 

underestimated 

Roberts-Borsani, 

Laporte, RSE in prep



Atacama Large Millimetre Array (2015 - )

ALMA  interferometer 

with up to 15 km 

baselines has Hubble 

resolution for tracing 

early dust

ALMA/C. Padilla



ALMA Band 7  ~1mm dust at z=8.38

Dust at z=8.38

Redshift with ALMA ([O III])

Laporte, RSE et al (2017)

Abell 2744 FF

Stellar mass 2 × 109 M


SFR ~ 20 M


yr-1

Dust mass ~6 × 106 M


If early dust 

grains were 

formed mostly in 

SNe, the mass 

could provide a 

crude estimate 

of earlier 

chemical 

enrichment and 

star formation



Three Dust Detections at z>7.5

Unveiling the dust properties of z > 8 galaxies

1 Scient ific j ust ificat ion

Understanding how the first galaxies formed and how they evolved in the early Universe are two

fundamental quest ions of modern extragalact ic astronomy. Current instruments installed on ground-

based telescopes or on-board space observatories can not observe direct ly the birth of the first gener-

at ion of galaxies. However, they can study their evolut ion up to 400 million years after the Big-Bang

(in terms of redshift z ⇠11 - Oesch et al. 2016, Salmon et al. 2018, Lam et al. 2019). It is now well

established that this first generat ion of galaxies influenced strongly its environment, by transforming

the neutral hydrogen formed after the Big-Bang into an ionised state (e.g. Xu et al. 2016). Thanks

to deep quasars spectra (e.g. Fan et al. 2006, Bosman et al. 2018) and the latest analysis of Planck

data (Planck collaborat ion 2018), the end of the so-called Epoch of Reionisat ion is observed around

z⇠6. Determining when this process started is challenging and implies to determine the physical

propert ies of the first galaxies. Since we can not observe direct ly the period at which the galaxies

are expected to form (z ⇠15, Bowman et al. 2018), we need to determine the age of the most distant

galaxies to constrain the Cosmic Dawn period. Two methods can be used to determine the age of

very high-redshift galaxies : (i) determining the shape of the 4000Å break (Scoville et al. 2015,

Hashimoto et al. 2018) or (ii) measuring the amount of dust mainly produced by supernovae (Gall

et al. 2014, Jaacks et al. 2018). The first method can only be applied to galaxies at z > 9.1 due to

the presence of strong emission lines which can mimic the 4000Å break for galaxies at 7.1 < z < 9.1

(Smit et al. 2014, Roberts-Borsani et al. 2016). The second method is applicable whatever the

redshift of the galaxy is, but required a substant ial amount of dust.

Figure 1: Dust detection in z > 7.5 galaxies in ALMA band 7. The same method has been applied

to reduce and analyse the 3 datasets. Contours are drawn from 2σ. From left to right : A1689 zD

(z = 7.5, Watson et al. 2015), M0416-Y1 (z = 8.31, Tamura et al. 2019) and A2744 YD4 (z = 8.38,

Laporte et al. 2017). The synthesised beam is plotted at the bottom left of each panel. The background

image is HST/ F160W.

To date, only 3 galaxiesat z ≥ 7.5 show a cont inuum of dust (Figure1) : A1689-zD (z = 7.5, Watson

et al. 2015), M0416 Y1 (z = 8.31, Tamura et al. 2019) and A2744 YD4 (z = 8.38, Laporteet al. 2017).

The peak flux densit ies at ⇠1 mm are ranging from 0.07 to 0.36 mJy/ beam. From these densit ies,

it is possible to est imate the amount of dust responsible for the cont inuum emission following Blain

et al. (2002) with some assumpt ion son the dust temperature. For this latest parameter, studies at

low-redshift have demonstrated that it is slowly evolving from Tdust ⇠25K at z ⇠0 to Tdust ⇠40K at

1

z=7.5 (Watson et al 2015)            z=8.31 (Tamura et al 2019)          z=8.38 (Laporte et al 2017)

Major uncertainties are

- Tdust leading to large mass uncertainties

- Past SF history (uniform/rising/declining 

with time?)

- Amount of dust ejected or not detected 

(nonetheless a valuable lower limit)

- Continued dust production via sputtering in 

ISM?

z ⇠5 (Schreiber et al. 2018, Liang et al. 2019). Therefore, the dust temperature is usually fixed at

T= 30K to est imate the dust mass in high-redshift galaxies. Using this standard value, the amount of

dust in the 3 z ≥ 7.5 galaxies ment ioned above is ranging from ⇠1⇥107M to⇠3⇥107M . However,

recent SED modelling and hydrodynamical simulat ions suggest that the dust temperature may be

as high as⇠100K at very high-redshift (Behrens et al. 2017, Ma et al. 2019). These uncertaint ies

on the dust temperature at z ≥ 6 have strong implicat ions on the est imates of the dust mass, and

therefore on the determinat ion of the age of distant galaxies. For example, a dust temperature of

Tdust ⇠ 70 K, will reduce the est imated amount of dust by a factor of ⇠20 compare to the usual

value of 30K. On Figure 2, we show how the dust mass est imates evolve with the dust temperature

for the 3 objects discussed above.

Figure 2: Lef t : Influence of the dust temperature on the shape of the FIR SED for a galaxy at

z ⇠0. The orange region shows how the FIR peak evolves with an increasing Tdust (From Schreiber

et al. 2018). R ight : Dust masses estimated for the 3 z ≥ 7.5 galaxies for which a dust continuum

has been previously detected with ALMA as a function of the dust temperature. The gray region show

the value of dust temperature observed at z 5 and the yellow region covers the dust temperature

expected at very high-redshift according to simulations.

Over the 3 objects discussed below, only A1689-zD has been observed in ALMA band 6, 7 and 8

(Figure 3) leading to an excellent constraint of its FIR SED. From the best FIR SED-fit t ing, and

more especially from the slope on the red-side of the FIR peak, the dust temperature is expected

to range from 35 to 45 K and the dust mass from 1-3⇥107 M (Knudsen et al. 2017). Therefore

this galaxy seems preferred a low dust temperature compared to what is expected from simulat ions.

A2744 YD4 has also been observed at 1.6, 1.3 and 1mm with only a detect ion in band 7. The two

non-detect ion in band 5 and 6 are in favor of a high dust temperature (T> 50K - Laporte et al. in

prep). Therefore, this object is expected to be brighter at 0.7mm (ALMA band 8 - Figure 4). The

remaining object , M0416 Y1, has only been detected at ⇠1mm, which makes the determinat ion of

its dust temperature impossible.

2



Probing Cosmic Dawn: The Latest

Although highly uncertain, using dust masses and stellar ages we get a first 

glimpse of evidence for earlier star formation to redshifts z~11-15

500    400           300                        200 MyrAge of Universe



Direct Detection of Progenitors?

James Webb

Predicted early 

evolution of the UV 

brightness of 

MACS1149_JD1 

according to the best 

SED fit at z=9.1 

compared to imaging 

limits with NIRCAM 

(10σ 20 mins) and 

spectroscopic limits with 

NIRSpec (10σ 3 hours)
Extended Data Figure2 | X-Shooter observations and the Ly↵ spectra of MACS1149-JD1. (up-

per panel) Orientation of the X-Shooter slit (white dashed rectangle) demonstrating the successful acquisi-

tion of MACS1149-JD1 via the alignment of the slit to follow its lensed elongation as well as the inclusion

of a bright foreground galaxy. (middle panel) X-Shooter 2D spectra of MACS1149-JD1 with the position

of Ly↵ marked with a green arrow, and the two negative counterparts with red arrows on the full exposure.

Sky lines are highlighted by blue rectangles. (lower panel) 1D extracted spectra in a0”.8 aperture. Ly↵ is

indicated in yellow, 2σ is in grey and the sky lines are marked by blue rectangles.
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VLT
ALMA Band 7 



Summary

• Good progress in determining the demographics of star-forming galaxies to 

z~10 from deep fields and via lensing clusters

• Census (numbers, LFs) can be made consistent with Planck optical depth 

if ionising radiation is hard and escape fractions are ~10% as suggested in 

metal-poor analogues: Lyman alpha emitters at z~3 

• The most distant spectroscopically-confirmed z>8 sources with metal lines, 

dust continua and Balmer breaks point to star formation as early as z~15

• In the best studied cases the prospects are good for directly studying the 

earlier phases of activity with JWST



JD1 Questions/Caveats

How uncertain is the age, e.g. as a function of assumed SF histories?

- Unable to reproduce the Balmer break with constant or rising SFHs

Do the stellar population diagnostics come from same spatial location?

- Hard to convincingly determine due to low IRAC resolution

- Velocity offset between Lyα and [O III] 88μm may imply two components

Could IRAC ch2 excess be due to extremely intense Hβ/[O III] 4959A?

- Only for very young SF; intense [O II] would produce `inverted Balmer

break’

Is JD1 an outlier in terms of structure formation?

- Most models predict rising SFHs over 8<z<15 and lower stellar masses

- Katz et al (2019) can reproduce the basic properties in hydro simulations


